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     LagimTM is an original collectible card 
game based on Filipino folklore and myths. 
Inspired by the traditional beliefs and 
customs of our Filipino ancestors, LagimTM 
aims to bolster original Filipino content 
and storytelling. Players are introduced to 
enchanting worlds and mystical characters as 
they traverse and unravel this thrilling game 
of strategy and luck.

        LagimTM was created by a group 
of illustrators and designers that share a 
great interest and passion for storytelling 
and artistry. The group seeks to create 
platforms using local narratives and evocative 
illustrations that encourage human connection 
and reinforce relationships.
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Ancient magic stirs within the 
forests of 17th century Philippines, 
awakening a host of dark forces 
that threaten nearby villages.

Mysterious objects known as Soul 
Coins grant a measure of control 
over the encroaching darkness 
– but only to those who possess 
them.

However, such darkness inevitably 
seeps into the hearts of men.
Baryos quickly turn on each other, 
unleashing dark magic and foul 
creatures against their neighbors.

As each Baryo races to claim more 
Soul Coins, who will survive and forge 
a path towards the greater power 
hidden within the depths of the forest?

Your goal is to claim the hidden power 
residing within the Forest. You must 
either build a Spirit Path by obtaining 
3 Soul Coins from other Baryos or 
become the last surviving Baryo in 
the game.

The GoalThe Goal

LagimTM is a strategic card game for 2 to 6 
players in which each player controls a Baryo 
and aims to build a Spirit Path into the Forest.

At the start of the game, each Baryo holds 
3 Soul Coins. These coins serve as the Baryo’s 
life points in the game.

If your Baryo runs out of Soul 
Coins, you will be eliminated 
from the game. 

The GameThe Game

In order to build a Spirit 
Path, you must steal Soul 
Coins from other Baryos and 
place them on your Spirit Path 
in the game board. You need 3 
stolen Soul Coins to complete a 
path.

During the game, players gather resources 
to build their Baryo’s defenses, capture 
Forest creatures and cursed items to use as 
weapons, and steal Soul Coins by raiding 
other Baryos.

Bigyang halaga 

Protect
   them 

at  a
ll cost

!

3 barya ng kaluluwa
at Hasik ang makapagliligtas

The PremiseThe Premise
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SILABSILAB

GAME SHEETGAME SHEET

The game board displays the Forest 
realm and Baryo realm where both 
players and Forest creatures co-exist.

Game ComponentsGame Components

GAME BOARDGAME BOARD

DARK SOUL COINSDARK SOUL COINS

AGIMATAGIMAT

The following list describes each 
component that comes with the game:

The Silab is used to indicate the active 
player and what game phase the player 
is currently on during their turn. 
Players must pass the Silab to the next 
player after their turn.

The most powerful piece in the game. A Dark 
Soul Coin allows you to capture any 2 Forest 
cards from your Baryo or the Forest Deck.

The sacred amulet that nullifies all negative 
abilities. 

The Agimat is rewarded to the player that wins 
the game of Lagim, and will be able to benefit 
from its effect during the next game.

Forest cards consist of Lagim and Hiwaga cards that fall under 
5 main archetypes: Witch, Bestial, Ghoul, Giant, and Dwarf. 
They represent the foul creatures and cursed items residing in 
the forest. Once captured, you can use these cards to raid other 
Baryos or to counter a raid.

4 Witch support cards 
(1 Alakdan at Alupihan; 1 Sumpa ng 
Manika; 2 Altar ng Kulam)

4 Medium equip cards 
(2 Orasyon at Insenso; 2 Buntot Pagi)

2 Giant support cards 
(2 Puno ng Acacia)

4 Ghoul support cards
(2 Tiktik at Buwan; 2 Dugo at Langis)

5 Mortal/Warrior equip cards 
(3 Tabak, Bawang at Asin; 2 Sibat at Sulo )

2 Dwarf support cards
(2 Bungo at Tungkod)

Baryo cards consist of Lakas and Kontra cards that fall under 
3 main archetypes: Medium, Mortal, and Warrior. In addition, 
Kontra cards include Special cards that have unique capabilities. These cards represent 
the villagers and equipment that Baryos can use to build their defenses.

31 FOREST CARDS31 FOREST CARDS

19 LAGIM CARD19 LAGIM CARD

18 LAKAS CARDS18 LAKAS CARDS 13 KONTRA CARDS13 KONTRA CARDS

12 HIWAGA CARDS12 HIWAGA CARDS

31 BARYO CARDS31 BARYO CARDS

Lagim cards represent the evil 
creatures of the Forest and 
consist of:

Hiwaga cards represent the cursed 
items found in the Forest and 
consist of:

4 Witch cards 
(2 Mambabarang; 2 Mangkukulam)

8 Medium Cards
(4 Espiritista; 4 Albularyo)

4 Ghoul cards 
(2 Aswang; 2 Manananggal)

5 Mortal Cards
(5 Amihan)

6 Giant cards 
(2 Kapre; 2 Bungisngis; 2 Tikbalang)

5 Warrior Cards  
(5 Dante)

4 Special equip cards
(2 Agimat; 2 Gasera)

5 Dwarf cards 
(3 Duwende; 2 Nuno sa Punso)

SOUL COINSSOUL COINS
The most important resource in the 
game. Soul Coins represent your 
Baryo’s life points. Stealing 3 Soul 
Coins from other Baryos completes 
your Spirit Path.

Lakas cards represent the villagers 
and consist of:

Kontra cards represent the equipment you can use 
to strengthen your 
villagers and consist of:

Mabisa
ng pangontra 

sa masasam
ang nilalang.

Ang tunay na birtud.

The game sheet contains marks for Silab 
to be placed upon, indicating what phase 
the active player is currently on. It also 
serves as a quick reference guide for the 
different game actions.
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BARYO CARDSBARYO CARDS
The symbol that represents the clan of each entity. The Archetype symbol is 

displayed beside a card’s ability and determines the pairing of character cards with their equip cards.

The Card ArchetypeThe Card Archetype

Witch

Giant Dwarf

FOREST CARDSFOREST CARDS

Lagim cards                      Hiwaga cards

Lakas cards                              Kontra cards

FOREST CARDSFOREST CARDS of the 
same ARCHETYPEARCHETYPE 

automatically stack together, 
increasing their total 
ENTITY LEVEL.ENTITY LEVEL.

Medium

Mortal

Warrior

+
+

! ! 
! ! 

GhoulBestial

BASE BASE 
GAMESETGAMESET

BASE BASE 
GAMESETGAMESET

LAKAS CARDSLAKAS CARDS of different ARCHETYPESARCHETYPES can be played together during battle 
but each card can only equip KONTRA CARDS KONTRA CARDS of the same Archetype 

(except for Special Kontra cards).

Special KontraSpecial Kontra cards can be identified by this symbol         , and they can be 
paired with all Lakas Card Archetypes.
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The Forest is divided into two 
sides: light and dark. Baryos 
gather resources from the light 
side during the twilight. Creatures 
attack from the dark side during 
the Midnight.

Residing in the center of the Forest 
is the source of its power. The Coin 
Vessel contains all the Soul Coins 
and Dark Soul Coins that come with 
the game. All discarded coins must 
be placed here.

Forest Realm

Coin V essel
Situated in the light side of the 
Forest, this deck contains resources 
such as villagers and equipment: 
Lakas and Kontra.

Baryo Deck

Encircling the Forest are 6 
Baryos where players reside 
under constant threat of 
attack every night.

Baryo Realm
Spirit Pat h
A mysterious path that leads to the 
center of the Forest. Each Baryo is 
connected to an empty Spirit Path. 
In order to complete it, players must 
steal 3 Soul Coins from other Baryos 
and place them on their Spirit Path.

Forest Deck
Situated in the dark side 
of the Forest, this deck 
contains its creatures 
and cursed items: 
Lagim and Hiwaga.

Situated beside the Baryo 
Deck, this area is where 
players discard Baryo 
cards.

Rest ing Pile

Coin St ash
Players keep their starting 
Soul Coins here.

The BoardThe BoardThe Card AnatomyThe Card Anatomy

FOREST CARDFOREST CARD BARYO CARDBARYO CARD

Lakas CardsLakas Cards

Kontra CardsKontra Cards

Lagim CardsLagim Cards

Hiwaga CardsHiwaga Cards

Entity
Level

Ability

Name

Archetype

Sun
Alignment

Moon 
Alignment

The card’s special 
ability is shown 

here. Card abilities 
automatically take 

effect when placed on 
a Baryo. Each has a 
special skill that can 

affect the game in 
various ways.

This is the 
character’s 
name, as 
well as the 
character’s 
name in both 
Baybayin and 
English.

All Lagim cards
are uniquely aligned 
to a certain phase 
of the moon.

Full Moon:  
Circular line symbol; 
When combined, 
it triggers a 
summoning spell.

Equip      
Cards

Equipped to 
Lagim or Lakas 

cards of the same 
Archetype.

Graveyard Pile
Situated beside the Forest 
Deck, this area is where 
players discard Forest 
cards.

 This is the card’s 
Archetype symbol.

Accent color: Red Accent color: Silver

Accent color: Magenta Accent color: Yellow Orange

The Roman 
Numeral 

displayed on 
the top-left 

corner of each 
card. A card’s 

Entity Level 
represents its 
power during 

battle.
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Leverage your arsenal, know the card mechanics 
before playing Lagim.

Be clever and outdo your opponents, be sure 
to understand the battle mechanics to survive.

Entity LevelEntity Level

RaidingRaiding DefendingDefending

ArchetypesArchetypes

Card Abilities & EffectCard Abilities & Effect

A card’s strength is determined by its Entity 
level. The higher the value, the stronger the 
cards are. A battle between cards is concluded 
by the result of their total Entity Levels. 
Combine cards of the same Archetype to 
increase your card’s strength.

The Archetype symbol determines the pairing and 
stacking of cards. 

Rules:Rules:

1. Forest Card Ability/Effect immediately activates 
during battle or once it becomes a Dweller in a 
Baryo unless nullified by an opposing card ability/
effect through engaging in battle.  

2. Hiwaga or Kontra card effect is activated during 
battle when it is equipped to a Lagim or Lakas card 
of the same Archetype.

Some Forest cards have the ability to summon an 
additional Forest card when they stack. If your Forest 
Dwellers stack and summon a new Lagim Dweller in 
your Baryo, that might cause you to exceed the Lagim 
Limit and lose a Soul Coin.

Rules:Rules:

1. Summon ability casted by an opposing player 
towards your Baryo can be nullified by a Lakas 
card with equipped nullifying Kontra card. To do so, 
immediately engage in battle with the Forest cards 
before they become Dwellers. 

Rules:Rules: 

1. Forest Card Stack: All Forest cards of the same 
archetype automatically stack together regardless 
of their card type. Ex. A Mangkukulam has an 
Archetype of Witch; All other Witch cards (Hiwaga 
or Lagim) will stack with it, increasing their total 
Entity Level.

2. Baryo Lakas cards of different Archetypes can be 
played together during battle, but each can only 
equip Kontra cards of the same Archetype (except for 
Special Kontra cards).  

Special Kontra cards can be equipped with any Baryo 
Lakas cards regardless of their Archetype or be played 
as solo/ standalone. 

Ex. An Agimat Kontra card can defend against a 
Dweller card’s ability and hold it until a Lakas card 
is available to be paired with it and repel the dweller 
completely.   

DwellersDwellers
Dwellers are Forest cards (Lagim 
and Hiwaga) that settle inside 
your Baryo when you don’t 
defend against a raid or attack. 
Dwellers stay inside your Baryo 
indefinitely until repelled 
during your action. Lagim 
and Hiwaga Dwellers of the 
same Archetype automatically 
stack, increasing their total 
Entity Level.

Lagim LimitLagim Limit
A Baryo can only hold a maximum of 3 Lagim Dwellers; 
this is called the Lagim Limit. A Baryo exceeds its Lagim 
Limit when a fourth attacking Lagim card (or Forest 
card stack with Lagim) lands on the Baryo while it has 
3 Dwellers. When this happens, all its Dwellers (both 

Lagim and Hiwaga) and all its Baryo Defense cards are 
discarded, and the Baryo loses 1 Soul Coin. 
* Cards in the player’s hand do not get 
discarded. 
* Hiwaga Dwellers do not count towards 
the Lagim Limit. 

tatlong halimaw 
ang syang wawasak!

Players can raid other Baryos in order to:

Steal a Soul Coin by causing another 
Baryo to exceed the Lagim Limit or by 
unleashing an entity that can reap souls. 

Make it more challenging for another 
Baryo to defend against a raid or attack.

Types of Raid:

HASIK (Attack)HASIK (Attack): The action of using captured 
Lagim card(s) or Lagim equipped with Hiwaga 
cards to raid other Baryos, potentially causing 
the Baryos to exceed the Lagim Limit if it 
cannot defend.
*You can only use a maximum of 3 Lagim cards of 
the same Archetype per turn.

ANGKLA (Anchor)ANGKLA (Anchor): The action of using 
captured Hiwaga cards to anchor its power on 
a Lagim or Hiwaga card dwelling on another 
Baryo.
*You can only use a maximum of 3 Hiwaga cards of 
the same Archetype per turn.

Types of Defense:

BIHAG (Capture)BIHAG (Capture): The action of engaging in battle using 
your Defenders to capture the attacking Forest cards by 
defeating its Entity Level.

TABLA (Draw)TABLA (Draw): The action of eliminating the opposing 
Forest card (or Forest card stack) but only with an equal 
total Entity Level. Forest cards are not captured but 
discarded to the Graveyard pile.

SALAG (Block)SALAG (Block): The action of using a nullifying card 
to block a Forest card’s (or Forest card stack) ability and 
temporarily hold it in place until a Lakas card is available 
to equip the nullifying card for battle. The nullifying card 
requires an active wielder on the defense line for the 
nullifying ability to take effect (except other Special 
nullifying cards like the Agimat).  

PAGTAULI (Counter-raid):PAGTAULI (Counter-raid): The action of countering 
the raid or attack of another Baryo by using 
captured Hiwaga cards.

Raiding or attacking is the act of unleashing 
captured Forest cards to another Baryo. Once 
the Forest cards settle in the Baryo, they 
become Dwellers.

vs
Defending is the act of engaging in battle. Players use 
their Lakas and Kontra cards, and set them as their Baryo 
Defense. 

Players engage in battle using their Defenders in order to: 

Defend against an attacking Forest card to prevent 
them from becoming a Dweller.

Repel a Dweller to capture or eliminate them from the 
Baryo.

Defend against an attacking Forest card due to a raid 
by another Baryo.

Ent it y level
is higher

vs

Forest DeckForest Deck

Baryo DeckBaryo Deck

Summon AbilitiesSummon Abilities

Shuffle the Lagim and Hiwaga cards 
together in this deck

Shuffle the Lakas and Kontra cards 
together in this deck.

Forest cards of t he same 
archet ype at t ract s one 
anot her

Disablers and Disabled CardsDisablers and Disabled Cards
Some Forest cards have the ability to disable one (or 
more) of your Defenders. When that happens, the 
disabled Defender (along with its Kontra cards) is 
turned horizontally and cannot be used until the 
Forest card disabler is captured or eliminated (or until 
specified in the card’s ability). As long as the disabler is 
a Dweller in your Baryo, the disabled card will remain 
disabled.

Card MechanicsCard Mechanics Battle MechanicsBattle Mechanics
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When you’re ready to play, follow these steps:

Unfold the game board and place it in the center of 
the play area.

Shuffle the Forest cards and place them on the card deck holder on the 
dark side of the Forest Realm in the game board.

Shuffle the Baryo cards and place them on the card deck 
holder on the light side of the Forest Realm in the game 
board.

Give the Silab to the first player. Players can pick 
the bravest among them to go first. 

Your starting Soul Coins represent your life points 
in the game. Distribute the coins according to the 
number of players. 

Your starting hand represents the current resources 
you have in your Baryo. Shuffle the Baryo cards and 
distribute these to each player’s hand:

Each player gets a game sheet. This sheet serves as a 
quick-reference guide for each player to perform the actions 
available for each game phase.

2 - 3 players

4 - 6 players

4 Baryo cards each

3 Baryo cards each

On the dark side of the On the dark side of the 
Forest Realm     Forest Realm     

Setting up the gameSetting up the game

PREPARE THE GAME BOARDPREPARE THE GAME BOARD

 DISTRIBUTE THE SOUL  DISTRIBUTE THE SOUL 
COINS AND DARK SOUL COINSCOINS AND DARK SOUL COINS

DISTRIBUTE THE DISTRIBUTE THE 
STARTING CARDSSTARTING CARDS

DISTRIBUTE THEDISTRIBUTE THE
GAME SHEETGAME SHEET

PREPARE THE CARD DECK HOLDERSPREPARE THE CARD DECK HOLDERS

PREPARE THE FOREST DECKPREPARE THE FOREST DECK

PREPARE THE BARYO DECKPREPARE THE BARYO DECK

PREPARE THE SILABPREPARE THE SILAB

Place a card deck holder on each of these areas:

STEP 1:STEP 1:

STEP 2:STEP 2:

STEP 3:STEP 3:

STEP 4:STEP 4:

On the light side of the On the light side of the 
Forest Realm     Forest Realm     

Forest Deck

Graveyard pile

Baryo Deck

Resting pile

*If you have the Sigbin card, shuffle 
it with the Baryo cards. 

STEP 5:STEP 5:

STEP 6:STEP 6:

STEP 7:STEP 7:

STEP 8:STEP 8:

Place the Soul Coins and Dark Soul Coin on each 
Baryo Coin Stash.

2 - 4 players

5 - 6 players

3 Soul Coins; 1 Dark Soul Coin

2 Soul Coins; 1 Dark Soul Coin
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The GameplayThe Gameplay

Draw a card from the 
Baryo Deck and place 
it in your hand.

During the game, players take turns one after another until a player completes a Spirit 
Path (by gaining 3 Soul Coins) or becomes the last surviving Baryo (by being the last 
player to have life points in the form of starting Soul Coins). When that happens, that 
player is declared the winner, and the game ends.

Each player’s turn is divided into 3 phases3 phases, representing a complete day cycle in the 
Baryo. On your turn, you must complete the following phases in order:

Next, build your Baryo Defense by initially 
placing a maximum of 3 Lakas or Special 
Kontra cards face-down on your Baryo. Lakas 
cards placed on your Baryo are your Defenders. 
Equip them with Kontra cards to increase their 
strength. 

Example combinations:

3 Lakas cards (no equipped Kontra cards)3 Lakas cards (no equipped Kontra cards)
2 Lakas cards + 1 equipped Kontra card2 Lakas cards + 1 equipped Kontra card

TAKIPSILIM (TWILIGHT)TAKIPSILIM (TWILIGHT) HATING-GABI (MIDNIGHT)HATING-GABI (MIDNIGHT)
PHASEPHASE PHASEPHASE

11 22

The Baryo prepares for the coming night 
by gathering resources and setting up 
defenses. Only those who are willing to 
risk their lives can be called Defenders.

The hush of night falls. Foul creatures and 
other horrors from the forest emerge and begin 
to approach. 

The Baryo must 
defend itself from 
the impending 
attack or risk 
gaining a Dweller.

Perfrom these steps:Perfrom these steps:

ACTIONS:ACTIONS:

Baryo Defense

You can add more defense cards or 
switch them with new Baryo cards from 
your hand, on your next turn. 

Draw a card from the Forest Deck and place it face-up on 
your Baryo. 

This is an attacking 
Forest card.

The Forest Deck contains 
the evil creatures and 
cursed items residing in 
the forest.

Perfrom these steps:Perfrom these steps:

Choose 1 action from the following to respond Choose 1 action from the following to respond 
to the attacking Forest card:to the attacking Forest card:

DEFEND, ENGAGE IN BAT TLE:DEFEND, ENGAGE IN BAT TLE:
Choose one or more of your Defenders to engage 
in battle with the attacking Forest card in order to 
capture or eliminate it.  

DEFEND BY PERFORMING BIHAG DEFEND BY PERFORMING BIHAG 
(CAPTURE)(CAPTURE)

You capture the opposing Forest card                  
(or Forest card stack) if your 
Defenders’ total Entity Level 
is greater. Captured Forest 
cards can be used to raid 
other Baryos or to perform a 
counter-raid

DEFEND BY  PERFORMING DEFEND BY  PERFORMING 
TABLA (DRAW)TABLA (DRAW)

You eliminate the opposing 
Forest card (or Forest card stack) if its total Entity 
Level is equal to your Defenders’ total Entity Level. 
The opposing Forest cards are then discarded.

DEFEND BY CASTING SALAG (BLOCK)DEFEND BY CASTING SALAG (BLOCK)

You can use a nullifying card to block or nullify an 
attacking Forest card’s ability (or Forest card stack 
abilities) and hold it in place temporarily until a 
Lakas card is available to equip it for battle and repel 
the Forest card (Forest card stack) completely.

Regardless of the outcome, used Defender/s (along with 
their equipped Kontra cards) are discarded after battle.

STANDBY:STANDBY:
You may choose not to engage in battle to save your 
Defenders for later use. The attacking Forest card 
automatically becomes a Dweller in your Baryo.

I. How to perform BIHAGI. How to perform BIHAG

Choose a Lakas card (or multiple Lakas cards equipped 
with Kontra cards) from your defense line. The total 
Entity Level must be higher than the opposing Forest 
card (or Forest card stack).

Discard the used Baryo cards to the Resting pile after 
battle.

Keep the captured Forest card (or Forest card stack in   
your hand). 

III. How to perform SALAGIII. How to perform SALAG

Place the nullifying card face-up and turned horizontally 
on top of the opposing Forest card (or Forest card stack). 
Next, turn a defender (the wielder) face-up. This action 
signifies that the nullifying card is actively blocking the 
opposing cards’ abilities from taking effect and the active 
defender serves as its wielder. 

*Other special nullifying cards like the Agimat does not 
require an active defender (wielder).

*A single Agimat cannot be used to cast Salag on multiple 
Forest card stacks.

On your next turn, you can add a Lakas card to the 
nullifying card and completely repel the opposing Forest 
card (or Forest card stack). 

If you lose from a Forest Attack or If you lose from a Forest Attack or 
exceed the Lagim Limit caused by a exceed the Lagim Limit caused by a 
Forest Attack during Midnight Phase: Forest Attack during Midnight Phase: 

II. How to perform TABLAII. How to perform TABLA

Choose a Lakas card (or multiple Lakas cards 
equipped with Kontra cards) from your defense 
line to match the total Entity Level of the 
opposing Forest card (or Forest card stack). 

A matching total Entity Level is 
considered a draw. This type of 

defense is still considered successful, but 
no cards will be captured. 

Discard the used Baryo cards to the 
Resting pile after battle and the opposing 

Forest card (or Forest card stack) to the 
Graveyard pile.

How to:How to:

! ! 

Beware of Forest card stack!Forest card stack!
If the attacking Forest card stacks with one 
or more of your Dwellers, you must defeat 
the whole stack before they overwhelm your 
Baryo.  When they are defeated in battle, the 

whole stack is captured or eliminated.

Discard a Sole Coin to the Forest Coin Vessel.

Next, discard all your Baryo Dwellers (both 
Lagim and Hiwaga) and Defense cards.

* Cards on the player’s hand do not get discarded.

Then, proceed to the next phase. 
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The Gameplay The Gameplay (Continued...)(Continued...)

BUKANG-LIWAYWAY (DAWN)BUKANG-LIWAYWAY (DAWN)
PHASEPHASE

33

Daylight starts to peek over the horizon. The Baryo 
decides the best course of action.

Choose 1 final action Choose 1 final action 
before ending your turn:before ending your turn:

ACTIONS:ACTIONS:

RECUPERATE: RECUPERATE: 
Draw a card from the 
Baryo Deck.

REPEL A DWELLER: REPEL A DWELLER: 
Choose one or more of your Defenders to engage in battle 
with a Dweller in order to capture or eliminate it, and in 
order to avoid exceeding the Lagim Limit. 

RAID ANOTHER BARYO:RAID ANOTHER BARYO: 
Use one of your captured Forest cards to raid another Baryo 
in order to gain a Soul Coin or compromise their defense.

PERFORM BIHAG (CAPTURE)PERFORM BIHAG (CAPTURE)

PERFORM TABLA (DRAW)PERFORM TABLA (DRAW)

CAST SALAG (BLOCK)CAST SALAG (BLOCK)

Regardless of the outcome, used Defender/s (along with 
their equipped Kontra cards) are discarded after battle 
(except Agimat card while it is still active as Salag).

HASIKHASIK

Unleash captured Lagim card/s (max of 3 Lagim cards of 
the same Archetype) or Lagim equipped with Hiwaga onto 
another Baryo.

ANGKLAANGKLA

Anchor a captured Hiwaga card onto another Baryo in order 
to make it more vulnerable to a raid or Forest attack.
The attacking Forest card (or Forest card stack) 
automatically becomes a Dweller in the victim’s Baryo. 

Players cast spells in order to gain a unique advantage. 
There are four ways to cast a spell:

USE A SPECIAL KONTRA CARDUSE A SPECIAL KONTRA CARD

Some Special Kontra cards can be played on their own 
during this action. For example, you can play a Gasera 
card in order to see and reorder the two cards on top 
of the Forest Deck. After performing this action, 
discard the used card.

USE CARDS WITH SUMMON ABILITIES USE CARDS WITH SUMMON ABILITIES 

Some cards can bring luck; others can bring doom. 
Use cards with summoning abilities to gain an 
additional card to your advantage.   

SACRIFICE A DARK SOUL COINSACRIFICE A DARK SOUL COIN

A Dark Soul Coin is the most powerful piece in the 
game. Sacrifice 1 Dark Soul Coin in order to capture 
any 2 Dwellers in your Baryo or capture 2 Forest 
cards from the Forest Deck.

MAKE A BARYO OFFERINGMAKE A BARYO OFFERING

Desperate times call for desperate measures. Offer 1 
Lakas card and 4 different Kontra cards from your 
hand by discarding them to the Resting Pile to gain 1 
Dark Soul Coin.

CAST A SPELLCAST A SPELL

I. How to perform HASIK:I. How to perform HASIK:

Place captured Lagim card(s) or Lagim + Hiwaga 
cards on another player’s Baryo. 

*You can only use a maximum of 3 Lagim cards of 
the same Archetype.

If the opposing player engages in battle, the 
winner is determined by whoever has the higher 
total Entity Level.

If the opposing player performs PAGTAULI 
(Counter-raid), you can either choose to engage in 
battle to defend or standby and let the card stack 
become Dwellers on your own Baryo.

III. How to perform ANGKLA:III. How to perform ANGKLA:

Place a captured Hiwaga card/s on top of a Lagim 
Dweller on a player’s Baryo (they must be the 
same Archetype as the Lagim card dweller). By 
doing this, you are enforcing a Forest card stack 
on that player’s Baryo.

*Angkla cannot be countered.

*You can only use a maximum of 3 Hiwaga cards 
of the same Archetype.

II. How to perform HASIK + SUMMON using  II. How to perform HASIK + SUMMON using  
     Full Moon alignment:     Full Moon alignment:

Place 2 captured Lagim cards with Full Moon 
alignment (must be the same Archetype) on 
another player’s Baryo. Next, search 1 Lagim card 
with the same Archetype as the Full Moon cards 
from the Forest Deck and add it to the stack.

*Summon ability is nullified if the opposing player 
engages in battle immediately and defends using a 
Lakas card with an equipped nullifying card from 
their defense line.

IIV. How to perform PAGTAULI:V. How to perform PAGTAULI:

To perform a counter-raid, you must have a 
captured Hiwaga card in your hand that has 
the same Archetype as the attacking Lagim 
card (or Lagim card stack). Place 1 Hiwaga 
card along with the attacking Lagim card/s 
onto your attacker’s Baryo.

How to:How to:

Watch out! Opposing player may 
defend against HasikHasik using 
PAGTAULI PAGTAULI (See page 19 for (See page 19 for 
expanded reference)expanded reference).. 

! ! 

Bungisngis
Dala nya’y yanig 
at kapahamakan Defending against a raidDefending against a raid

Defending against a raid (or counter-raid) is similar 
to defending against a Forest attack. During a raid, 
a player places an attacking Forest card (or Forest 
card stack) onto your Baryo. If you have Defenders 
with enough total Entity Level, use them to engage 
in battle with the attacking Forest card/s in order to 
avoid exceeding the Lagim Limit.

Performing PAGTAULI (counter-raid)Performing PAGTAULI (counter-raid)

When you perform a counter-raid, you are 
redirecting the raid towards the attacking Baryo 
(letting you raid that Baryo instead). You can only 
perform a counter-raid against Hasik.

Your attacker must now defend against your 
counter-raid. 

A counter-raid can be performed again by the 
opposing Baryo until it runs out of captured 
Hiwaga cards to use.
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When your Baryo’s exceeds the Lagim Limit, 
all the cards on your Baryo are discarded and 
you lose 1 Soul Coin.

If you lose a Soul Coin due to a raidIf you lose a Soul Coin due to a raid, 
the attacking Baryo steals 
it and places it onto 
it’s Spirit Path.

If you lose a Soul Coin If you lose a Soul Coin 
due to Forest attack,due to Forest attack, your 

Soul Coin goes into the Coin Vessel 
in the middle of the game board.

Your Baryo is eliminated from the game once you lose 
all of your starting Soul Coins, regardless of any 

Soul Coins you have on your Spirit Path.

See page 11 The Board for more detailed references.

Losing Soul CoinsLosing Soul Coins

Additional Additional 
RulesRules When either deck 

runs out of cards, shuffle 
the discarded cards to replenish the 
decks. However, do not shuffle the 

cards if there are only 2 players left.

ShufflingShuffling

! ! 

Hiwaga Dwellers Hiwaga Dwellers 
Hiwaga card dwellers don’t count towards the Lagim Limit, 
butbut they do make Lagim cards stronger, making it more 
difficult for a Baryo to defend against a raid or attack.

The Agimat is a Special Kontra 
card that allows a Defender to 
separate a Forest card from its 
stack; letting you battle certain 
cards from the card stack.

Agimat Nullifies Card StackingAgimat Nullifies Card Stacking

On top of each Forest card is an illustration of its moon alignment. 
The Full Moon alignment is shown as a circular line symbol.

2 Lagim cards of the same archetype that has a Full Moon alignment triggers a 
summoning spell that lets you draw 1 Lagim card (must be the same Archetype) from 
the Forest Deck to add to your offense and increase your cards’ total Entity Level.

During battle, Forest cards of the same Archetype automatically stack. When 
that happens, you must engage in battle with the entire stack. A Forest card 

stack cannot be separated during battle unless your Defender is equipped 
with an Agimat card.

During battle, a Lagim card’s ability affects 
you immediately regardless of your Defenders’ 
total Entity Level – unless your cards have a 
nullifying ability/effect.

Examples of Nullify Cards are:
Agimat, Orasyon at Insenso , Buntot Pagi, 
Sibat at Sulo

To take advantage of this ability, raid a Baryo with at least 2 Lagim cards  (must 
be the same Archetype) that have the Full Moon alignment. Then, draw 1 Lagim 
card (of the same Archetype as the Full Moon cards) from the Forest Deck and add 
it to your raid stack. The new stack now functions as a Forest card stack and must be 
defeated together.

When raiding another Baryo, you can only use a maximum of 3 
Forest cards of the same Archetype. You cannot counter an Angkla 
raid. You can only counter a Hasik raid (using a captured Hiwaga 
card of the same Archetype).

When building your defense, Kontra cards must be equipped to 
Lakas cards of the same Archetype, except for Special Kontra cards, 

which can be equipped by any Lakas card.

Full MoonFull Moon

Archetypes and Forest Card StackArchetypes and Forest Card Stack

Card Abilities and NullifiersCard Abilities and Nullifiers

Agimat

Orasyon at
Insenso

Buntot 
Pagi

Sibat at
Sulo

The Sigbin card can be used to 
raid a Baryo at any point during 
the game. It’s a quick way to steal a 
Baryo’s Soul Coin if they don’t have 
enough resources to defend.

Sigbin ( Limited Edition )Sigbin ( Limited Edition )
ENTITY LEVELENTITY LEVEL

BestialV
ARCHETYPEARCHETYPE

Ghoul Archetype  Forest Card Stack

Watch out for more 

   Limited Edition cards!
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Suggested Arrangement Suggested Arrangement 
& Positions& Positions

PLAYER’S BARYOPLAYER’S BARYO
A player’s Baryo consists of the Spirit Path, Coin 
stash, and Dweller yard.  

FOREST CARD STACKFOREST CARD STACK
Forest Card Dwellers of the same Archetype 
automatically stack together. Arrange them 
in the Dweller’s yard in this manner:

Spirit PathSpirit Path
When you gain Soul coins 
from stealing, place them on 
the Spirit path.

Dweller yardDweller yard
When you have Dwellers, place 
them on the Dweller yard face-
up, where the card’s upper part is 
touching the given space.

Baryo DefenseBaryo Defense
Place your Baryo Defenders and 
equip cards face-down near the 
bottom of the Dwellers.

Coin StashCoin Stash
Contains your starting Soul coins 
and Dark soul coins.

Ghoul Archetype
  Forest Card Stack

Witch Archetype
  Forest Card Stack

DISABLED CARDSDISABLED CARDS
Turn the card 90 degrees, making it 
horizontally positioned within the area.

Disabled card

CASTING SALAG - Card CASTING SALAG - Card 
PositionPosition
Place the nullifying card horizontally or 
perpendicular to the Forest card (or Forest 
card stack).

GAME PHASE - Silab GAME PHASE - Silab 
Position  Position  
During your turn, place Silab on top of 
each phase on the Game Sheet to indicate 
the phase you are currently on. 

COIN VESSELCOIN VESSEL  
If you lose due to a Forest Attack or exceed 
the Lagim Limit during Midnight Phase, 
place the discarded Soul Coins on the Coin 
Vessel in the middle of the Forest.
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Abilities and TerminologyAbilities and Terminology
ANGKLA (Anchor)ANGKLA (Anchor): The action of using captured Hiwaga cards 
to anchor its power on a Lagim or Hiwaga card dwelling on 
another Baryo.

ARCHETYPE: ARCHETYPE: The symbol that represents the clan of 
each entity. The Archetype symbol is displayed beside a 
card’s ability and determines the pairing of character cards 
with their equip cards. Hiwaga and Kontra cards also possess 
Archetypes and are valid choices for abilities like Summon and 
Enchant.

ATTACKING: ATTACKING: A Lagim card is considered to be ‘attacking’ when 
it enters a Baryo from either the Forest during the Night Phase, 
or from a Hasik (raid) during the Twilight Phase. Take note, a 
creature that is attacking is not necessarily in battle just yet as the 
Defender can still choose to respond to the attack by ‘Standing By’ 
and therefore avoiding battle. Certain abilities like Nullify only 
trigger when the specified card is in battle, so an ability such as 
Mangkukulam’s Reap will only be negated if the Defender with 
Nullify engages the Mangkukulam.

BIHAG (Capture)BIHAG (Capture): The action of engaging in battle using your 
Defenders to capture the attacking Forest cards by defeating its 
Entity Level.

FOREST CARD STACK: FOREST CARD STACK: Forest cards of the same archetype 
are grouped together when they become a Dweller in a Baryo. 
The Entity Level of the cards on the same stack also combines.

CASTING A SPELL:CASTING A SPELL: Casting a spell is done as an action during 
the Dawn Phase of a player’s turn. The card being used to cast 
the spell must be in the player’s hand. For example: A Gasera card 
equipped to a Defender cannot use the Forewarn ability, but still 
adds its Entity Level to the Defender’s total Entity Level.

DEFEATED:DEFEATED: A Forest card is considered ‘defeated’ when it is 
either captured or eliminated as a result of battle with Defenders 
in a Baryo.

DWELLING / DWELL:DWELLING / DWELL: Refers to when a Forest card is actively 
residing within a player’s Baryo. A Dwelling Lagim card counts 
towards that Baryo’s Lagim Limit whereas a Dwelling Hiwaga 
card does not.

ELIMINATE:ELIMINATE: The term “eliminate” may refer to one of two 
things: The removal of a player and their Baryo from the game 
as a result of having no more Life Points, or when a Forest card is 
put into the graveyard as a result of TABLA (Draw) or a card’s 
ability.

HASIK (Attack)HASIK (Attack): The action of using captured Lagim or Lagim 
equipped with Hiwaga cards to raid other Baryos, potentially 
causing the Baryos to exceed the Lagim Limit if it cannot defend.

LIFE POINTS:LIFE POINTS: Refers to the initially distributed Soul Coins that 

are used to determine when a player is eliminated from the 
game. Soul Coins that are used as Life Points cannot be used 
for the Spirit Path of the same player.

PAGTAULI (Counter-raid):PAGTAULI (Counter-raid): The action of countering the raid 
or attack of another Baryo by using captured Hiwaga cards. 

POSSESSION:POSSESSION: Possessed cards are turned face-up, are 
no longer part of their Baryo’s Defense, and add their total 
Entity Level to the card that caused them to be Possessed 
– unless specifically indicated otherwise. When this card is 
defeated, the Possessed cards are returned to the Baryo they 
had come from prior to becoming Possessed, and are turned 
face-down as part of the Baryo Defense.

REAP:REAP: The action of stealing a Soul coin from  another 
player’s coin stash as an effect of a Lagim card’s ability. 
A stolen Soul Coin goes to the Spirit Path of the player who 
stole it.

REVEAL:REVEAL: Refers to the act of showing the card to all players 
as a result of an ability. A card in hand that is Revealed is 
shown to all players and then returned to the hand of origin. 
A face-down Baryo card that is revealed is shown to all players 
and then returned to its face-down position as part of the 
Baryo Defense.

SACRIFICE:SACRIFICE: Refers to one of two things: when you discard a 
card from either your hand or Baryo Defense as a requirement 
or consequence of an ability or effect, or when you sacrifice a 
Dark Soul Coin or cards as part of casting a spell.

SALAG (Block)SALAG (Block): The action of using a nullifying card to block 
a Forest card’s (or Forest card stack) ability and temporarily 
hold it in place until a Lakas card is available to equip the 
nullifying card in battle.

STEAL:STEAL: The act of forcefully taking a resource from another 
player (typically a card or Soul Coin). A stolen card from 
another player’s hand is added to the hand of the player who 
stole the card. 

TABLA (Draw)TABLA (Draw): The action of eliminating the opposing Forest 
card (or Forest card stack) but only with an equal total Entity 
Level. Forest cards are not captured but discarded to the 
Graveyard pile.

WIELDERWIELDER: The Baryo defender who wields the nullifying 
ability of a card to take effect during Salag.

The EndingThe Ending
You knew right from the beginning that 
sacrifices had to be made. Now you may 
claim the power hidden deep within the 
Forest. Will you use it to finally put a stop 
to this scourge or will you use it to claim the 
rest of the world?

COMPLETE A SPIRIT PATHCOMPLETE A SPIRIT PATH

After gaining 3 Soul Coins, a player automatically completes 
a Spirit Path and is declared the winner.

BECOME THE LAST REMAINING BARYOBECOME THE LAST REMAINING BARYO

If every Baryo has been eliminated except for one, the 
player who controls the last remaining Baryo wins the game 
even if the player fails to complete a Spirit Path.

Mangkukulam
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The winner claims the Agimat 
necklace and will be immuned 
from all Forest card abilities in the 
next game.
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